Nineteenth Census of the United States: 1970, Housing

Vol. 1: Housing Characteristics for States, Cities, and Counties, in 54 parts
Reports issued for the Nation, for each State, and outlying areas: Puerto Rico, Guam, Virgin Islands, American Samoa, Canal Zone, Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands. Each report is divided into two sections: General housing characteristics and Detailed housing characteristics. Data is organized by these categories:
- Summary characteristics
- Total housing units
- Total population
- Occupancy characteristics
- Vacancy characteristics
- Utilization characteristics [rooms, number of persons, bedrooms]
- Plumbing characteristics
- Structural characteristics
- Equipment, fuel and appliances
- Financial characteristics

Vol. 2: Metropolitan Housing Characteristics, in 248 reports
Contains one summary report for United States and Regions, and 247 reports for SMSAs. Data is displayed for these categories:
- Value
- Gross rent
- Income in 1969
- Plumbing and facilities by persons per room
- Rooms
- Units in structure
- Household composition
- Persons
- Duration of vacancy
- Sales price asked and rent asked

Vol. 3: Block Statistics, in 278 reports
Covers 236 urbanized areas and 42 selected areas (smaller cities, counties, etc.). Each report has two tables, Characteristics of housing units and population
- for Places of 2,500+ inhabitants
- by Blocks
Block maps are bound at the end of each report

Vol. 4: Components of Inventory Change, in 16 reports
Contains one United States summary report, and one for each of 15 SMSAs

Vol. 5: Residential Finance

Vol. 6: Plumbing Facilities and Estimates of Dilapidated Housing

Vol. 7: Subject Reports, in 9 parts
Contents:

- Housing characteristics by household composition
- Housing of senior citizens
- Space utilization of the housing inventory
- Structural characteristics of the housing inventory
- Mover households
- Mobile homes
- Geographic aspects of the housing inventory
- Cooperative and condominium housing
- Housing of selected racial groups